Grievance
Applies to ALL students at FPB regardless of program

Chain of communication
• Meet with the faculty member to resolve
• May include advisor
• If unresolved, involve the program director
• Dean and Associate Dean will query whether this chain of communication has been followed!

Complaint Generated by Student
Complaint generated by
Student
Grade grievance
Grievance Board (FPB)
Complaint Generated by Student

Complaint generated by
Student
Gender issue
University Community Standards Board (new!)

Complaint Generated by Student

Complaint generated by
Student
Other
Will vary

Academic Integrity and Conduct
Student Conduct (not AI associated)

Examples:
• Student pushes a faculty member
• Student is arrested in a public brawl

Regardless of program (BSN, MN, MSN, DNP, PhD), the student is referred to the university Office of Student Conduct (new)

Academic Integrity

Includes classroom, lab and clinical issues
Examples include:
• Plagiarism
• Suspected cheating on a classroom test
• Lying about patient care in the clinical setting
• False documentation in the clinical setting (e.g. falsifying hours, patient charting)

Where to go

• BSN students: Academic Integrity Board through Office of Student Affairs
• PhD students: Office of Graduate Studies
• MN, MSN, DNP: within the School of Nursing
Process initiated by faculty for MN, MSN and DNP

- Meet with student, notify program director, complete form
- Student accepts responsibility
- Apply sanctions (failure in assignment, failure in course)
- Submit form to PD

Process for MN, MSN, DNP

- Meet with student, notify program director, complete form
- Student refuses responsibility or disagrees with sanction
- Submit form to PD; notify Associate Dean for Academic Affairs to arrange AI Board hearing
- Associate Dean for Academic Affairs manages process from here in terms of meeting with student, arranging the hearing
- Final resolution—faculty notified of AI hearing

AI issues transcend Grievance

- Students sometimes want to use the grievance process to argue an academic integrity issue
- AI takes precedence
There will always be the unexpected!

• We will call for advice if needed